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Abstract— This paper presents the nonlinear adaptive con-
trol of a quadrotor endowed with a 2 degrees of freedom
(DOF) manipulator. By considering the quadrotor and the
robot arm as a combined system, complete modeling of the
aerial manipulation system (AMS) has been presented using
the Euler-Lagrange method. A hierarchical nonlinear control
scheme which consists of outer and inner control loops has
been utilized. Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC) is
designed for the outer loop where the required command signals
are generated to force the quadrotor to move on a reference
trajectory in the presence of uncertainties and reaction forces
coming from the manipulator. For the inner loop, the attitude
dynamics of the quadrotor and the dynamics of the 2-DOF
robotic arm are considered as a fully actuated 5-DOF unified
part of the AMS. Nonlinear adaptive control has been utilized
for the low-level controller where the changes in inertias and the
masses have been tackled along with the reaction forces acting
on the attitude part of the AMS. The proposed technique has
been validated through simulations in two different scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have
greatly attracted the research community towards aerial
robotics. Among UAVs, the quadrotor is one of the most
used kinds due to its vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL)
capability. Previously, quadrotors were utilized for passive
tasks such as surveillance, inspection, remote sensing, and
so on. Recently, quadrotors have been used for active pur-
poses where grasping and manipulation operations are done
through aerial manipulation system. However, the complete
switching from “passive” into “active” tasks requires a me-
chanical arm in order to perform more complex actions.
Equipping a quadrotor with a manipulator system makes
the control more challenging due to its unstable nonlinear
dynamics and the added coupling effects.

Nowadays, the functionality of a UAV is extended by
equipping it with a manipulator which is used to deliver loads
[1] and [2]. Other than the load carrying, UAVs equipped
with a robotic arm could be used to perform different tool
operations at the places where it is difficult for humans
to reach. In that case, a UAV has to impose force with
fixed tools on the external environment [3] and [4]. Tool
operations and gripping an object result in a change in
the center of gravity, hence resulting in instability due to
coupling effects. Therefore, there is a need to compensate for
the coupling effects and the change of mass along with the
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change of inertias and reaction forces. A PID controller was
developed for a quadrotor equipped with a gripper where the
center of mass offset had been taken into account and linear
least-squares methods had been utilized to estimate payload
parameters and payload inertia in the controller design in
[5]. Computed torque method has been applied in [6] to
reduce the effects of the manipulator and also L1 adaptive
control had been proposed to compensate for the unknown
payload and inertial effects. Heredia et. al. presented an
integral backstepping controller for an octaquad with 7-
DOF manipulator [7]. In order to achieve stability with a
high payload, an admittance controller for the manipulator
arm had been implemented, which was a position-based
Cartesian impedance controller. The admittance controller
commanded the desired Cartesian position for the end effec-
tor tool center point. Cano et. al. in [8] presented a variable
parameter integral backstepping (VPIB) control for AMS
where stabilization of attitude controller had been focused
to deal with a varying center of mass and inertia. Kim et.
al. [9] used 2-DOF manipulator with quadrotor where the
whole dynamics of the quadrotor and manipulator system
is considered as a unified system and an adaptive sliding
mode technique is employed for the control. Model reference
adaptive control based on Lyapunov stability analysis had
been proposed in [11]. In continuation of the previous work
Orsag et. al. presented a hybrid adaptive control scheme for
the aerial manipulation system (AMS) where gain scheduling
and Lyapunov based adaptive control had been utilized.
Passivity based controller had been presented by Lee et. al. in
[13] where unknown parameters of a payload are estimated
by an online estimator based on the parametrization of
the aerial manipulator dynamics. Adaptive backstepping and
terminal sliding mode controller were utilized in [14] and the
presented scheme is tested for both motionless and wavering
conditions of the robotic arm connected to the quadrotor.
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control had been presented for
3-D trajectory tracking control of a quadrotor with the 3-
DOF serial manipulator in [15].

Different vision-based techniques had been also presented
to control the complex dynamics of an AMS. In [16] an
image based visual servoing (IBVS) controller for dynamic
vision-based grasping and perching for an aerial manipula-
tion system had been developed. The geometric visual con-
troller had been developed that considered the second order
dynamics (in contrast to most visual servoing controllers that
assume first order dynamics). Kim et. al. presented vision
guided aerial manipulation system with a stereo camera
on an end effector of a robotic arm where the vision
guidance approach using an image-based visual servoing



(IBVS) had been presented [17]. Based on the combined
model, a passivity-based adaptive controller for both position
and velocity controls had been designed. Integrated vision-
based guiding system for aerial manipulation system had
been presented in [18] where visual processing scheme had
been used for object detection and manipulator positioning.
The stereo camera had been employed for efficient aligning
of the UAV according to the position of the end effector.

In this work, a quadrotor equipped with a 2-DOF ma-
nipulator has been taken into account. The Euler-Lagrange
method has been utilized to model the aerial manipulation
system (AMS). A nonlinear hierarchical control structure has
been used for the the control of both positional and attitude
dynamics of the quadrotor disturbed by the reaction forces
coming from the manipulator part. Whole dynamics of the
AMS is divided into two parts: The first part consists of the
positional dynamics and the second part combines attitude
dynamics of the quadrotor with the 2-DOF manipulator
dynamics, making it a 5-DOF fully actuated system. Model
Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) has been utilized as
an upper level controller which is responsible for generating
required virtual controls to enable the quadrotor to follow the
desired trajectory. The nonlinear adaptive control algorithm
[19] has been employed as a low level controller to tackle
the change in the mass and the inertia of the AMS. Full
nonlinear dynamics of the attitude of the quadrotor and
manipulator have been taken into account while designing the
nonlinear adaptive controller. For simulations, two separate
scenarios have been considered. In the first scenario, a
circular trajectory has been followed by the quadrotor when
the joint angles of the manipulator are fixed. In the second
scenario, the quadrotor hovers at a certain altitude where the
end-effector of the manipulator draws a circle. Simulation
results show the effectiveness of the proposed controller in
both cases.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
kinematic and dynamics of the aerial manipulation system.
Section III elaborates the controller design part. Results are
presented in section IV. Section V contains a summary along
with future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Kinematics and dynamics of the aerial manipulator system
(AMS) consists of the quadrotor combined with the 2 DOF
robotic arm are presented in this section. The AMS dynamics
are derived regarding Lagrange formalization [9]- [10].

A. Kinematics for the Aerial Manipulation System

Coordinate frames of the combined system is defined in
Fig. 1. OW , OB , O1 and O2 are namely the inertial frame,
the body frame of the quadrotor and link 1 and link 2 re-
spectively. Regarding notations, Rw

b defines a transformation
from OB to OW . Similarly Rb

i stands for a transformation
from Oi to OB . The subscript i = 1, 2 denotes the link
number. The generalized coordinate variables are defined as

q = [p Φ ζ]T (1)

Fig. 1: Coordinate frames of the system

where p = [X,Y, Z] denotes the position of the quadrotor
in inertial frame, Φ = [φ, θ, ψ] represents the attitudes of
the quadrotor and ζ = [ζ1, ζ2] defines the manipulator joint
angles.

The translational and angular velocities in the inertial
frame for the quadrotor are denoted as ṗ and ω.

ṗ = Rw
b ṗ

b (2)
ω = Rw

b ω
b = T Φ̇ (3)

where ωb is the angular velocities in body frame of the
quadrotor and T is the transformation matrix from Euler rates
(Φ̇) to angular velocities (ω).

The position of the center of mass pi of each link i in the
inertial frame are related as

pi = p+Rw
b p

b
i (4)

where pbi is the position of center of mass in body frame of
each link i.

The translational and angular velocities in the inertial
frame for each link i are denoted as ṗi and ωi.

ṗi = ṗ+ Ṙw
b p

b
i +Rw

b ṗ
b
i (5)

ωi = ω +Rw
b Jtζ̇ (6)

where ṗbi = Jtζ̇, and Ṙw
b = S(ωb)R

w
b and ωb

i = Jr ζ̇.
Jt and Jr are the Jacobian matrices of the translations
and rotations of links respectively. S(w) defines the skew-
symmetric matrix.

Above relations are converted into matrix forms as fol-
lowing

ṗ =
[
I3×3 03×3 03×2

]
q̇ , T1q̇ (7)

ω =
[
03×3 T 03×2

]
q̇ , T2q̇ (8)

ṗi =
[
I3×3 − S(Rw

b p
b
i )T Rw

b Jt,i
]
q̇ , T3q̇ (9)

ωi =
[
03×3 T Rw

b Jr,i
]
q̇ , T4q̇ (10)

B. Dynamics for the Aerial Manipulation System

Dynamics of the aerial manipulation system is derived by
the Euler-Lagrange formulation. The total kinetic energy is
computed as

K = Kb +

2∑
i=1

Ki (11)

where

Kb =
1

2
ṗTmbṗ +

1

2
ωT (Rw

b )Ib(R
w
b )Tω



and

Ki =
1

2
ṗTmiṗ +

1

2
ωT
i (Rw

b R
b
i )Ii(R

w
b R

b
i )

Tωi

The total potential energy is computed as

U = mbge
T
3 p +

2∑
i=1

mige
T
3 (p+Rw

b p
b
i ) (12)

The dynamic equation of the aerial manipulation system can
be written in a compact form as

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = τ (13)

The total kinetic energy can be rewritten in terms of the
inertia matrix M(q) as

K =
1

2
q̇TM(q)q̇ (14)

In light of equations (7)-(10), M(q) can be computed as

M(q) = T T
1 mbT1 + T T

2 (Rw
b )Ib(R

w
b )TT2+ (15)

2∑
i=1

T T
3 miT3 + T T

4 (Rw
b R

b
i )Ii(R

w
b R

b
i )

TT4

The elements of the Coriolis matrix are calculated as follows:

ckj =

8∑
i=1

1

2

{
∂mkj

∂qi
+ ∂mki

∂qj
− ∂mij

∂qk

}
q̇i (16)

G(q) is calculated as

G(q) =
∂U
∂q

(17)

Inputs for the quadrotor (U1, U2, U3, U4) and manipulator
actuators (τ1, τ2) are calculated as

U1

U2

U3

U4

τ1
τ2

 =


Rw

b (3, 3) 0 0

0 ((Rw
b )TT )−1 0

0 0 I2×2


−1 τ(3)

...
τ(8)


(18)

where U1 is the total thrust, U2, U3 and U4 are rolling,
pitching, and yawing moments of the quadrotor respectively.
τ1 and τ2 represent the joint torques of the manipulator.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A hierarchical control structure is a useful technique
where separate controllers for the positional and attitude
dynamics of the quadrotor are designed as an upper level
and low level controllers respectively. For the upper level
controller, Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC) is
used to generate the required command signals to control
the Cartesian position of the quadrotor in the presence of
uncertainties and reaction forces acting on the positional
dynamics. These command signals are then converted to the
desired attitude angles for the lower level attitude controller.
A nonlinear adaptive control is employed as a low level con-
troller where the fully actuated 5-DOF nonlinear dynamics
of the AMS including attitude dynamics of the UAV along
with the manipulator. Since nonlinear adaptive control is

used, therefore linearization of the system is not required to
compensate the uncertainties and the change of inertias due
to the coupling effect of the manipulator. A block diagram is
presented in Fig. 2 to describe the overall closed loop control
structure.

A. Model Reference Adaptive Control Design

Model Reference Adaptive Control is used as an upper
level controller for the positional dynamics of the quadrotor.
This controller generates the necessary command signals for
the calculation of the total thrust and the desired attitude
angles. Those are used by the low level nonlinear controller,
in the X, Y and Z directions, to make the AMS follow its
desired trajectory. Uncertainty in mass and reaction forces
due to the coupling effect of the manipulator are handled by
the online modification of the control parameters based on
the trajectory error.

1) Reference Model Design: Consider the following po-
sitional dynamics of a UAV [20]- [21]

Ẋ = FX +Gn∆(u+D), y = HX (19)

where X = [X,Y, Z, Ẋ, Ẏ , Ż], y is the plant output,

F =

[
03×3 I3×3
03×3 03×3

]
, Gn =

[
03×3
I3×3

]
1

mn
,

D =

[
02×1
mg

]
, H =

[
I3×3 03×3

]
, ∆ = mn/m (20)

where m and mn are the actual and nominal mass of the
vehicle respectively. Consider the following control law,

un = KT
xX +KT

r r −D (21)

The nominal closed loop dynamics is obtained as

Ẋn = (F +GnK
T
x )Xn +GnK

T
r r (22)

where Kx can be calculated by pole placement of LQR.
Defining Fm = F + GnK

T
x , the nominal plant output is

obtained as

yn = H(sI − Fm)−1GnK
T
r r (23)

For constant r, the steady state plant output can be calculated
as

yss = −HF−1m GnK
T
r r (24)

using KT
r = −(HF−1m Gn)−1, it is obtained as

lim
t→∞

(yn − r) = 0 (25)

As a result, the reference model dynamics is determined as

Ẋm = FmXm +Gmr (26)

where

Fm = F +GnK
T
x , Gm = GnK

T
r = −Gn(HF−1m Gn)−1

(27)



Fig. 2: Overall Control System Architecture

2) Adaptive Control: Consider the following adaptive
controller [21]:

uMRAC = K̂T
xX + K̂T

r r + D̂ (28)
with the adaptive laws

˙̂
Kx = −Γx(XeTPGn − σx‖e‖K̂x) (29)

˙̂
Kr = −Γr(reTPGn − σr‖e‖K̂r) (30)
˙̂
DT = −Γd(eTPGn − σD‖e‖D̂) (31)

where e = X − Xm,Γx,Γr,Γd are the adaptive gain, σx,
σr and σD are positive scaler gains and P is the symmetric
solution of the Lyapunov equation

FT
mP + PFm = −Q (32)

where Q is a positive definite matrix.

3) Attitude Reference Calculation: From the equation
(28), using the first two components of the uMRAC and
assuming small roll and pitch angles, one can derive the
desired attitude angles of the quadrotor as[

θd
φd

]
=

1

U1

[
cosψ∗ sinψ∗

sinψ∗ −cosψ∗
] [
u1MRAC

u2MRAC

]
(33)

where U1 = ‖uMRAC‖, ψd = ψ∗ is the desired fixed yaw
angle and uiMRAC is the ith component of the uMRAC , i =
1, 2, 3.

B. Nonlinear Adaptive Control Design

The nonlinear adaptive controller [19] is employed to force
the AMS to follow its desired attitude angles, in the presence
of uncertainties and change of inertias due to manipulator.
Consider the attitude and manipulator dynamics as

M(αω)Ω̇ω + C(αω,Ωω)Ωω = u′ (34)

where αw = [φ, θ, ψ, ζ1, ζ2]T . Through a long but tedious
procedure, one can parameterize this equation linearly in
terms of moments of inertia of the UAV and the manipulator;
i.e.

Y (αω, α̇ω, α̈ω)IAMS = u′ (35)

where IAMS = [Ixx, Iyy, Izz, I1, I2]. In order to get rid of
the acceleration term α̈ω which is difficult to obtain, the
following filtered error is defined;

s = ˙̃αω + Λsα̃ω (36)

where α̃ω = αω − αωd, αωd is the desired value of αω and
Λs is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Equation (36) can
be rewritten as

s = α̇ω − α̇ωr (37)

where α̇ωr = α̇ωd − Λsα̃ω

A matrix Y ′ = Y ′(αω, α̇ω, α̇ω,r, α̈ω,r) can be defined, to
be used in linear parameterization, as in the case of equation
(35) such that

M(αω)Ω̇ω + C(αω,Ωω) = Y ′(αω, α̇ω, α̇ω,r, α̈ω,r)IAMS

(38)
It can be shown that the following nonlinear controller

uAMS = Y ′ÎAMS −KDs (39)

where KD is positive definite matrix and Î is an estimate of
the uncertain parameter I , with an adaptive law

˙̂
IAMS = −ΓIY

′T s (40)
where ΓI is the adaption rate, stabilizes the closed loop
system and makes the error α̃ω converge to zero.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation results for two different scenarios are presented
in this section, where the proposed controller is implemented
using the nonlinear dynamics of aerial manipulation system.
The reference model for the design of the model reference
adaptive controller is determined using a linear quadratic reg-
ulator (LQR). It is assumed that UAV mass is uncertain with
a 20% uncertainty. In the simulations, external disturbances
acting on the system are generated through Dryden Wind
model and measurement noise is also taken into account.
Simulation parameters are tabulated in Table I.

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Symbol Description Magnitude

mb Mass of the UAV 2.8 kg
m1 Mass of the link 1 0.1 kg
m2 Mass of the link 2 0.1 kg
L1 Length of the link 1 0.15 m
L2 Length of the link 2 0.15 m
Ixx Moment of inertia of the UAV (xB axis) 12e-3 kgm2

Iyy Moment of inertia of the UAV (yB axis) 12e-3 kgm2

Izz Moment of inertia of the UAV (zB axis) 16e-3 kgm2

I1 Moment of inertia of the link 1 1.875e-4 kgm2

I2 Moment of inertia of the link 2 1.875e-4 kgm2



A. First Scenario

In the first scenario, joint angles of the manipulator of
AMS are fixed and the quadrotor draws a circle in XZ plane
after reaching a certain altitude.
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Fig. 3: Cartesian positions of the quadrotor vs Time
(Desired=dashed, Actual=red solid)

Figure 3 shows the cartesian position plots of the quadro-
tor, which follows the desired trajectory smoothly under
external disturbances varying from -0.5N to 0.5N. Based on
the tracking errors provided in Table II, the position tracking
of the quadrotor is quite accurate with RMSE in the range
of 0.001m-0.024m. In Table II, eXe, eY e, and eZe denote
the positional errors for the end-effector of the manipulator.
Note that there is no significant difference between tracking
performances of the quadrotor and the manipulator end-
effector. Worst-case position errors are also very small, i.e
around 0.11m, for both the quadrotor and the manipulator.
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Fig. 4: Euler angles and manipulator joint angles vs Time
(Desired=dashed, Actual=red solid)

Attitude angles of the AMS have been depicted in Figure
4 where both the quadrotor and the manipulator follow their
desired trajectories smoothly under external disturbances
varying from -0.8Nm to 0.8Nm. According to the Table II,
the attitude tracking of the quadrotor is very accurate with
RMSE ranging from 0.024o to 0.059o. For the manipulator
end-effector, RMSE values are in the range of 0.5o- 1.091o.

Inner loop nonlinear adaptive controller is quite robust in
achieving the desired performance. Worst-case attitude errors
are 0.57o and 3.53o for the quadrotor and the manipulator,
respectively.

TABLE II: Tracking errors of the AMS for scenario I

Criterion RMS
Errors

Max
Errors

Criterion RMS
Errors

Max
Errors

eX(m) 0.005 0.012 eφ(deg) 0.028 0.223
eY (m) 0.001 0.004 eθ(deg) 0.024 0.160
eZ(m) 0.024 0.110 eψ(deg) 0.059 0.576
eXe(m) 0.005 0.012 eζ1(deg) 0.500 1.271
eY e(m) 0.001 0.004 eζ2(deg) 1.091 3.533
eZe(m) 0.026 0.115

B. Second Scenario

In the second scenario, the quadrotor is enabled to hover
at a certain altitude and the manipulator is allowed to draw
a circle in XZ plane.
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Fig. 5: Cartesian positions of the quadrotor vs Time
(Desired=dashed, Actual=red solid)

Cartesian position plots for this scenario have been shown
in Figure 5, where the quadrotor shows a stable hovering at
the desired altitude under external disturbances varying from
-1N to 2N. According to the tracking errors given in Table
III, the position tracking error has RMSE values in the range
of 0.001m to 0.053m. As before, the difference between
tracking performances of the quadrotor and the manipulator
end-effector is not significant. Worst-case position errors are
around 0.7m for both the quadrotor and the manipulator.

Attitude angles of the quadrotor and manipulator joint
angles have been depicted in Figure 6 where it can be noticed
that the system follows the desired angles satisfactorily
under external disturbances varying from -4Nm to 4Nm.
The attitude tracking of the quadrotor is very accurate and
precise with RMSE in the range of 0.002o-0.098o. For the
manipulator end-effector, RMSE values are in the range of
0.085o -0.431o. Worst-case attitude errors are 0.59o and
2.01o for the quadrotor and the manipulator, respectively.
It is clear that the inner loop controller successfully rejects
disturbances acting on the system.

The performance of the developed controllers can be
improved by fine tuning of the controller parameters, which
require more control efforts.
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TABLE III: Tracking errors of the AMS for scenario II

Criterion RMS
Errors

Max
Errors

Criterion RMS
Errors

Max
Errors

eX(m) 0.001 0.003 eφ(deg) 0.098 0.598
eY (m) 0.001 0.003 eθ(deg) 0.036 0.129
eZ(m) 0.053 0.700 eψ(deg) 0.002 0.007
eXe(m) 0.002 0.005 eζ1(deg) 0.085 0.524
eY e(m) 0.001 0.004 eζ2(deg) 0.431 2.016
eZe(m) 0.054 0.706

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, nonlinear adaptive control of an aerial
manipulation system (AMS) consisting of a quadrotor with
a 2-DOF manipulator is tackled. In order to control the
positional dynamics of the AMS in the presence of mass
uncertainty and reaction forces, model reference adaptive
control (MRAC) has been utilized. Using the command
signals generated by the MRAC and making small angle
approximations, desired attitude angles are calculated analyt-
ically for the low level controller. Attitude dynamics of the
quadrotor and 2-DOF manipulator dynamics are combined as
a 5-DOF fully actuated system. Nonlinear adaptive control
is implemented for this 5-DOF rotational dynamics where
uncertainties in mass and inertia are considered. Performance
of the proposed method is validated through simulations
where two cases have been taken into account. A circle
drawing task with the end-effector of the manipulator is set
to be a goal for the AMS. During the first case, the quadrotor
is allowed to draw a circle by fixing the manipulator angles
while during the second case the manipulator is allowed to
draw a circle by forcing the quadrotor to hover at a certain al-
titude. Simulation results revealed that the proposed method
provides satisfactory performance despite the uncertainties in
mass, inertias and reaction forces.

As a future work, the performance of the proposed method
will be tested on a real experimental platform.
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